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Quin Ego Hoc Rogem: the Girl from Swayambhu (third version)
 Rob Fairley, 1999. (Egg tempera. 30cm x 25cm. Private collection.)
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KIM SOMMERSCHIELD

The Priest Who Disappeared
The Mystery of Don Giuseppe Buzzetti

The wind screams louder, driving hail and sleet into the tall man’s eyes;  
an ominous rumble of  thunder makes him glance instinctively skywards. 

Blackness. He peers down, but can see no trace of  the glacier he knows to be 
500ft beneath him. Hesitating briefly before abandoning his exposed perch, 
he lowers himself  gingerly a few feet into an icy couloir. Using his good leg, 
he wedges himself  into a tiny crevice and takes off  his small knapsack.

Crouching lower against the strengthening wind, the man scribbles a 
few lines in a notebook with numbed fingers, then tears out the leaf  and 
grips it in his teeth. Next he extracts a small tin from the canvas bag, slips  
the note carefully inside and then secretes it deep in a cavity between wet 
rocks behind him. It will be safe there. The routine is a well-practised one, 
but never before has he left a message in such precarious circumstances.

Don Gino Buzzetti.
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The violent clamour of  the storm increases in pitch; the thunder swells 
as the interval between flashes of  blue-green lightning narrows. It is time 
to move. The climber shoulders his knapsack, tightens a broad leather  
belt around his flapping soutane and inches upwards. Once more on the 
treacherous crest, he eases a leg over and sits astride it. A few phrases  
muttered under his breath are torn from his lips by the wind. But he is calm 
now. Edging steadily southwards, bent double against the tempest, a charge 
of  lightning illuminates his dark outline one last time before he vanishes  
into the maelstrom. Don Buzzetti is heading home to Uschione from the 
Bocchetta Torelli. He will be late for mass.

Born in Chiavenna in 1886, Giuseppe Buzzetti, known locally as ‘al prévet  
Buzèt’, was ordained in 1910 and took up pastoral posts at several commu-
nities in the neighbourhood as well as teaching in local schools. When the 
reverendo wasn’t ministering to his flock he was usually to be found seeking 
communion with his Maker on the lofty peaks that crowd in on the valley.

Though generally respected by his parishioners, there was a mischievous 
streak in Buzzetti’s character perceived to be at variance with his voca-
tion. Yet it endeared him mightily to children. They warmed to his boyish  
innocence, revelling in his pranks and the complicit attitude concealed  
behind earnest features. His trusty walking stick carved with the Passion  
of  Christ in hand, he would trek for hours along solitary pathways to preach 
in isolated communities. Or, roads permitting, he would piously mount his 
beloved MAS motorcycle and roar from village to village on this improper 
means of  transportation.

Buzzetti might well have continued to preach in diligent anonymity had 
not his hidden vice frequently got the better of  him: though deeply commit-
ted to his faith – he was awarded a gold medal at the seminary pro virtuti 
praemium – Buzzetti’s loyalties were perennially and fatally divided between 
mass and the mountains.

Exactly how he came to be infected with the mountaineering bacillus 
remains a mystery. His was the generation which set about reappraising the 
awkward legacy of  the agnostic Italian pioneers of  the Club Alpino Italiano, 
transforming the peaks from patrician playgrounds into potent symbols of   
national – meaning Catholic – unity. Acknowledging that some degree  
of  political involvement was inevitable if  the church were to maintain its 
influence in the newly minted Italian state, in 1895 the Vatican found it 
expedient to lift the prohibition on Catholics’ participation in elections  
in return for a commitment to moderation.

Encouraged by Pope Leo XIII and his clerics, as the twentieth century  
was ushered in, the rural faithful took to the uplands in earnest, constructing 
twenty commemorative sanctuaries on as many summits across the land, 
permanently scarring them in the process. Mass was celebrated on Mont 
Blanc in 1892; the Matterhorn became the first Alpine peak to be formally 
claimed for Christ when a three metre-high cross was erected atop its craggy 
pyramid on 24 September 1902; two years later a statue of  the Virgin found 
its way to the Dent du Géant. One by one, peaks high and low the length  

and breadth of  the Alps and Apennines were similarly consecrated as  
conspicuous symbols of  the church’s unflagging commitment to social  
causes, civil liberties and its own survival.

Buzzetti however was not one to proselytize. His attraction to the  
mountains was far deeper and more instinctive than ecclesiastical icono-
graphy; he climbed from the heart, not the head. Despite having suffered  
a foot infection, which left him with a pronounced limp, he was clearly a  
fearless and resourceful mountaineer well before ordination. He made  
pioneering ascents in 1905 and 1906 of  the awesome south-east wall of  
the 9,000ft fortress of  Sasso Manduino and of  the treacherous north face 
of  Pizzo Prata. On a single day he traversed the saw-tooth crest from the  
Bocchetta Alta di Schiesone to the Bocchetta di Prata, scaling two hitherto 
virgin peaks in the process, one of  which bears his name to this day.

He climbed alone, a stranger to pitons and crampons, scaling sheer  
granite cliffs with nothing but an ice axe, a coil of  hemp rope and hob-
nailed boots. An intuitive feel for rock and genuine love of  high places  
engendered a complete disregard for technical problems. His climbing  
enterprises were suffused with a sense of  spiritual levitation, of  unfettered 
joy, common to so many pioneering climbers of  the rugged pre-techno-
logical era, for whom the mountains were not just windows on nature  
but metaphors of  the human condition. Typically, Buzzetti was equally  
renowned for his spectacular descents; almost challenging the Lord to  
abandon him, he was often sighted sprinting down screes at breakneck 
speed. To those who accused him of  being reckless he replied: ‘Non importa, 
a me piace andare e se muoio in montagna è la sorte più bella, sono il più vicino  
al Signore. It doesn’t concern me, for I like my outings and if  I should die 
in the mountains it is the sweetest destiny, for I am closer to God.’ It was  
a destiny ultimately to be fulfilled.

Like all mountaineers, time was of  the essence for the unorthodox  
Don Giuseppe. One suspects that he subordinated religious duties to his 
climbing itineraries, timing officium divinum in such a way that he could  
celebrate matins or lauds before absenting himself, making it back in time 
for sweat-soaked vespers or compline. In the words of  Jerzy Kukuczka,  
better by far to be in the mountains thinking of  God than in church  
thinking of  the mountains.

It was inevitable that this clambering clergyman would gain a repu tation 
for being more hell-raiser than heaven-sent, and his infectious ability to 
stimulate enthusiasm for climbing in his pupils concerned many families.  
Shoes and socks were often confiscated to discourage unruly youngsters 
from joining their teacher on his expeditions. He taught his nephews how 
not to fear heights – ‘Overcome your vertigo and you will know no danger.’  
– by making them balance on beams raised increasingly high over the 
ground, then putting the petrified lads to the test by hounding them up  
some rocky outcrop under the appalled gaze of  their parents.

Despite this flamboyance, which some thought made him unsuited to the 
priesthood, he was otherwise modest and reserved, never boasting about 
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his achievements. The joy he felt in 
traversing inaccessible places was 
expressed with a simple excitement 
provocatively at odds with the stuffy 
sanctimony of  many of  his priestly 
colleagues. He succumbed only to the  
temptation of  occasionally leaving 
teasing ‘Buzzetti was here’ messages  
in bottles and tins concealed deep 
within cairns and crevices on sum-
mits and passes. They are still being 
found today.

On 12 July 1934 Don Buzzetti  
celebrated mass before departing 
Chiavenna, walking up the Val Cod-
era and reaching the Gianetti hut in 
the Val Porcellizzo where he spent 
the night. Described thus prosaically 
it sounds like a stroll, and Buzzetti 
probably considered it such. Yet this 
‘routine’ outing meant a vertical 
difference well in excess of  8,000ft. 
The next day he set off  for a bracing  
constitutional up the 11,000ft Piz 
Badile, returning to the Gianetti for 
the night. In the morning the weather 
was bad and deteriorating. Ignoring 
warnings by local guides, the priest 
made a brisk detour over the Punta 
Torelli, a tricky little peak of  just 
under 10,000ft, leaving word that he 
was heading home for Valchiavenna 
where he would hold Sunday Mass 
in Uschione the following morning. 
He never kept that appointment.  
A peasant who saw him as he headed north that stormy morning shouted 
half  in jest that they would have to send out search parties for him if  he 
continued. But Buzzetti’s pact with God held good and around lunchtime 
he was sighted again, now on the summit of  the Torelli, after which the 
thunderclouds closed in. No one saw in which direction he was headed.

It was the silent bells in Uschione next morning that heralded something 
to be amiss. Search parties were despatched from Novate and Masino to look 
for the priest, but with the alarm having been raised over twenty-four hours 
after the last sighting, no one could have been in the area before Monday 
morning. By then all trace of  Don Buzzetti had been lost. The Italian 
Alpine Club (CAI) sent in its own rescue team, the military participated,  

as did the priest’s brothers and nephews, and such was the victim’s fame that 
volunteers came from far and wide to seek out some trace of  his passing.  
Gullies, crevasses, snowfields and screes were combed, but to no avail.  
He seemed to have vanished from the face of  the earth. Not even flocking 
birds, normally a sure indicator of  a corpse, were spotted, though a rumour 
got round that an eagle had been seen clutching a boot in its talons.

Then, a month later, on 15 August, two climbers on the Bocchetta Torelli 
stumbled on a clue. Hastily scribbled on a scrap of  paper inserted in an 

The Pizzo Prata, including the Punta Buzzetti, named in his honour,  
from a watercolour by the author.
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empty tin and concealed in a cairn was one of  Don Giuseppe’s messages:  
‘Don Giuseppe Buzzetti CAI sez. di Chiavenna, da Bresciàdiga, passo Sceroia,  
capanna Gianetti, pizzo Torelli, bocchetta Torelli per Brescàdiga 14-VII-34.’ It was 
his entire itinerary. It was now clear that he had made it safely off  the Torelli 
summit and was heading south, almost certainly for the Val Codera via the 
Porcellizzo pass, several hundred metres along the treacherous crest. Even 
in the misty gloom he would have known that this familiar terrain would 
be on his right. Somewhere along the razor-sharp edge he must have been 
struck by lightning or simply lost his footing in the snow and wind. The drop 
on both sides is sheer. But whilst a fall to the east would have deposited  
the body on rocky screes, easily identifiable and accessible to animals and 
birds of  prey, to the west in Val Codera lay the Porcellizzo snowfields where 
the corpse could have been wedged in the gap between rock and ice, then 
quickly covered by new snowfall. No trace of  his body was ever found.

As Guido Scaramellini observes in his book about Buzzetti, there is 
something arcane and epic about the vision of  this lone, limping man in 
black sitting astride that bleak, tempestuous crest. We will never know what 
was going through Buzzetti’s ordered mind as he dutifully noted down his 
position and destination then secreted it beneath the rocks. Was he acting 
out of  habit? Or because he was concerned some accident might befall him? 
Given his vast experience and faith he was probably quite lucid; the note 

holds no trace of  fear. Was he worried at keeping the tiny congregation in 
Uschione waiting next morning, or pondering whether there was time to 
chalk up another summit on the way back? We’ll never know. Locals believe  
this unlikely mountaineer was summoned on high by his creator and,  
to paraphrase Yeats, paces still upon the mountains overhead. Despite no 
formal recognition from ecclesiastical authorities, he remains something  
of  a patron saint in the Chiavenna-Codera range. Several climbers report 
having seen his earnest countenance smiling encouragement at them during 
moments of  peril, or recognizing his dark billowing form halting past them 
through the mist.

Romilda del Prà was a teenager when Buzzetti embarked on his final 
trek. He was a familiar figure to her, for the del Prà family owned large 
swathes of  pastureland in the upper Val Codera, which still bear their name 
today. Sitting in the cosy kitchen of  the Brasca mountain hut, this elfin lady, 
now curved and crumpled to a question mark as she approached her 90th 
birthday, related to me how her father admonished the priest prophetically 
that if  he persisted in climbing in such conditions they’d find no bones to 
bury. That summer of  1934 Romilda came across some solitary leaves of  
grey paper fluttering across the Porcelizzo glacier. They were pages from 
Aldo Bonacossa’s famous mountain guidebook, a precious breviary Buzz-
etti was known to possess. She has no doubt that the priest plummeted  
to his death on the ice and remains entombed there.

The spry little woman told her well-honed tale with the grisly relish of  
frequent repetition. Then, casting me a twinkling glance, she leaned her 
diminutive frame impressively across the bleached oak table and declaimed 
a touching poem in a hesitant monotone before stooping out into the 
deepening gloom where 30 Sicilian boy scouts and girl guides awaited  
her round their campfire. They had travelled 2,000km from the country’s 
southernmost tip to an isolated Alpine valley at its northern extreme to 
listen in reverential silence as the ancient self-anointed bard of  the Val  
Codera narrated affectionately a now vanished culture and the mysterious 
disappearance of  Don Giuseppe Buzzetti.

Buzzetti was a simple man and his is a simple, albeit emblematic, tale. 
The photograph taken of  him on the summit of  Pizzo Tambò the year  
before his disappearance shows a slim, tanned face, one hand resting  
resolutely on an ice axe, his wry gaze surveying the surrounding peaks.  
Like many mountain people even today, he had an enviable ability to view 
our copiously shaded world in penetrating blacks and whites. Certainly the 
mystery that shrouds his disappearance has had a tendency to inflate the 
man and his achievements out of  all proportion – a process of  deification he 
would no doubt have abhorred. Yet the disappearance of  a lame, cassocked 
priest on a rocky mountaintop retains an irresistible allure for the collective 
imagination. It is the stuff  of  romance, an adventure story, hagiography  
and mystery rolled into one.

In an age when we have forfeited much of  our spiritual innocence, one 
marvels at the nature of  the calling the mountains exerted on Buzzetti when 

The south face of Piz Badile from another watercolour by Kim Sommerschield. 
Buzzetti had climbed the peak the day before his disappearance in another 
mammoth day’s effort typical of the priest.
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Hadow’s Sole
Mountaineering boots between the  

first ascents of the Matterhorn and Everest

he had already answered a higher calling by taking holy orders. What an-
swers did he seek in the aerial solitude that his own faith could not supply? 
I suspect that he conceived of  the mountains and God as one inseparable 
unity, and saw himself  as a pilgrim or disciple whose arduous climb to the 
summit was a metaphor for the road that led to Christ. Beyond the need to 
test himself  both physically and mentally, climbing was a tangible way of  
communing intimately with God.

The duality of  godhead and mountains, the hint of  eternity and pantheist  
mysticism in the void that surrounds the highest peaks, has exerted a pro-
found influence on mountaineers at all times. But the pragmatic Buzzetti  
penetrated beyond this commonplace by recognising the fact that true con-
fidence in these hostile environments – as indeed in all walks of  life – comes 
not from improved safety equipment or physical preparation, but from 
self-awareness and the ability to confront our own mortality with equanimity. 
This does not imply fatalism or sanction imprudence, but simply acknow-
ledges that factors of  safety cannot be generalised. Individuals possess their 
own unique set of  cognitive values, which ultimately determine that person’s  
vulnerability. Achieving a precise awareness of  those values is the challenge 
that confronts us all in life, but is one from which most of  us shy away.

Buzzetti had already dinned into his young nephews a golden rule of  
mountaineering: fear nothing, except fear itself. His faith dictated that he take 
this maxim a step further, out of  the physical dimension, aspiring to a state 
of  grace that can only be attained when the individual is able to contemplate 
and gauge his own spiritual serenity. Buzzetti summed it up thus: ‘L’alpinista, 
il vero e genuino, l’atleta dell’alto, scalatore di canaloni e strapiombi, vincitore di abissi 
e di vertigini, non solo accompagna il suo inflessibile volere contro il ghiaccio e la rupe, 
contro la tormenta e la valanga, ma egli ha vinto e vince qualcosa di più grande e forte 
delle montagne – ha vinto e dominato se stesso. The true and genuine alpinist, 
athlete of  the heights, he who scales couloirs and sheer cliffs, overcomes the 
abyss and fear of  heights, not only imposes his inflexible will upon ice and 
cliff, upon tempest and avalanche, but has overcome something bigger and 
stronger than the mountain – he has prevailed over and dominated himself.’

Postscript: ‘During an excursion at Predarossa on Wednesday, Aristide  
Gaggini and his wife came across an old boot containing the mummified 
foot of  the owner, plus a femur and the remains of  a forearm and skull. The 
objects have now been taken by the carabinieri to Ardenno, perhaps with a 
view to subsequent DNA analysis. Speculation is already rife as to whether  
they might belong to Don Buzzetti, the climber-priest who vanished  
without trace in the summer of  1934. The style of  hobnailed footwear is  
certainly appropriate for the period and no other mountaineers were  
reported missing at the time. However the location where the macabre find 
was made does not correspond to the itinerary drawn up by Don Buzzetti, 
who was last seen heading southwest from the Punta Torelli towards the 
Porcelizzo pass. On the other hand, the clergyman was notorious for his 
stamina on wide-ranging climbs…’ La Provincia di Sondrio, 12 August 2012

Hadow’s shoe worn on the Matterhorn in 1865. (Matterhorn Museum/Villars Grafic)

Alongside the snapped cord and other relics gathered in Zermatt’s  
museum to tell the story of  the Matterhorn’s first ascent and its sub-

sequent tragedy are the boots of  Douglas Robert Hadow. Born in 1846 in 
London, Hadow was just 19 when he undertook his first Alpine season. On 
the recommendation of his mentor, Rev Charles Hudson, he was included  
in Edward Whymper’s party for the Matterhorn, but during the ascent  
Hadow needed constant help and it was Hadow who fell as the team  
descended, dragging three men off  the mountain after him.

A number of  reasons are usually offered for the cause of  his slip: first,  
he was an inexperienced and clumsy rock climber; he was exhausted from 
the fast ascent of  Mont Blanc he’d made with Hudson a few days before; his 
footwear was hopelessly inadequate for such a climb. Looking at his boots 
in Zermatt, you can’t help feeling that while they would be fine for climbing 
a flight of  stairs, they were nowhere near sufficient for the Matterhorn, a 
simple leather shoe with a nailed sole for what was the equivalent in 1865 of  
Everest in 1953 as the measure of  all things in mountaineering.

As early as 1770 the Dutch physician and comparative anatomist  
Petrus Camper acknowledged the problems associated with manufacturing 


